Island of Dreams ¹
Tony broke it to me gently. “There is no toe-nail fairy, Malc”.
One of my big toe-nails, blackened from a brief affair with a pair of Scarpa Thunders, had finally
given up its fight for life under the duvet in the Lochranza youth hostel on the Isle of Arran. I placed
it under my pillow just like I did with my milk teeth more years ago than I care to remember. But
there was no reward in the morning ².
Seven of us made it Arran in the end with a less than promising weather forecast. Raz, Tony, Al and I
camped near Ayr on the Friday evening. I had found two possible sites and as we parked in front of
a reception area in the pouring rain Raz phoned to ask what to do next. The guy gave us directions
on where to find him but they didn’t seem to make sense. This turned out to be because we were at
the other campsite. We sorted that out and there then followed a debate on whether the site had a
chalet or caravan available to avoid pitching tents in monsoon weather. The lads settled for a tourer
while I was in the loo. That sounded good until they realised we had omitted to attach a tourer
caravan to the back of my car. There were no caravans or chalets available so we camped.
It continued pouring but we packed up early next morning to get the ferry. Tony had, by now,
decided he was going home. In flicking his tent to get some water off it, the fly had ripped. The
prospect of a week in a leaking tent in bad weather was not encouraging it has to be admitted. But, I
had my old Vango which sleeps two easily, and by the time Tony had picked up some gaffer tape to
have a go at repairing his tent, he was persuaded to give it a go.
The island loomed out of the low cloud as we approached Brodick, the island’s capital, from
Ardrossan. It didn’t look appealing. We turned away from the mountains in the north towards
Lamlash where we set up camp. The others (Will, Steve and Keith) would be arriving in the
afternoon.
Right down at the southern end of the island, we went for a walk recommended in a handy low level
walks book purchased on the ferry. We even had a bit of sunshine but also some drizzle to chase us
home. We also explored the northern end of the island and decided it might be a good idea to base
ourselves at the seriously picturesque Lochranza. This had the option of the tempting youth hostel
as well as a well-equipped campsite.
Back at Lamlash, Will and Steve had arrived and I picked up Keith (ex MMC member) who had flown
up from Bristol. We got a decent enough meal in the local pub and agreed that, after a walk in the
morning we would decamp to Lochranza. Tony had survived the night in his patched up shelter.

We took the recommended Glenashdale waterfall walk in the pouring rain. I opted for wellies rather
than boots. The two tier cascade was spectacular, even in the rain. At least we’d got out.

Glanashan Falls and a
Rainbow at Whiting Bay

We drove to Lochranza and four of us opted for the hostel while the hard-core (Will, Steve and Al)
settled for camping. The spot is idyllic and we did get some breaks in the cloud and the evening
sunshine began to show us what the island could be like. We saw countless quite tame deer on our
way to the welcoming Lochranza Arms for our evening meal.

Lochranza

Lochranza Castle

Deer at Lochranza
The forecast was still pretty dire, and the prospects for actually getting the climbing gear out seemed
remote. We walked up to Arran’s largest lake - Loch Tanna. Starting from the Catacol Bay hotel, we
were excited to see two young otters playing in the surf. We had already seen seal on the coast road
but this was a real bonus.

Otter and Seal

The stream running down from Lake Tanna was spectacular as it ran for what seemed miles over
gently sloping granite rapids. The final trudge to the lake was a bit of a trial and I was grateful for my
wellies - one advantage of which was the scope for leading the others astray across streams and
boggy ground.

Granite slabs and the “beach”
at Loch Tanna

We were promised a sandy beach and we did spot some sand! Looking up towards the tops of Beinn
Nuis and Beinn Tarsuinn, there was snow down to quite a low level. Even getting the A’Chir Ridge
done looked highly improbable. We turned for home, retracing our steps. We think we spotted a
golden eagle. We also had some fun re-crossing one of the side-streams - ask Raz!
Back at base, the forecast was still not great. We opted for a long coastal walk the following day
from North Sannox back up to Lochranza. Although the day started dull, it was cheered up by more
otters at the start and ever better weather as the day went on. As the clouds rose, it became
apparent that the snow on the mountains was down to quite a low level. Our walk took in another
eagle and more deer as well as our only red squirrel of the week. The geology was fascinating with
the conglomerate boulders of the fallen rocks and the beautifully coloured sandstone slabs to the
north.

Conglomerate boulders

Sandstone on
the coast walk

There were signs of mining activity and a couple of deserted fishermens’ cottages. Rounding the
point, we re-entered the picturesque estuary at Lochranza, the water sparkling in the warm evening
sunshine.

Laggan Cottage and Caisteal Abhail from Loch Ranza
Back at the hostel, one couple had taken a gamble with the weather and managed to get up Goat
Fell so perhaps we’d been a bit cautious. The forecast for the morrow was better and improving so
we settled for a loop up over Cioch na h-Oighe (The Bastion) and North Goat Fell to Goat Fell itself.
Starting up the fine U shaped valley of Glen Sannox, we came across an apparently dead sheep stuck
firmly by its horns in a wire fence as it searched for greener grass. Closer inspection showed it was
still breathing. The deer-proof fence proved no obstacle to the nimble Tony and lifting it from the
other side meant the horns could be untwisted. The lucky animal raced away a little dizzily at first
but it was soon munching away as if nothing had happened.
We’d done our good deed for the day so I thought I’d make up for it with some bad navigation. My
GPS wouldn’t play ball to locate the path across the buttress so we ended up with two parties. Raz
and Tony navigating properly up to the left and the rest of us hacking up heather before we reunited
for the pleasant steep scrambling to the fine summit of Cioch na h-Oighe. We had views down into
the Devil’s Punchbowl and across to the rest of our route over the Goat Fells. The ridges of Caisteal
Abhail with its dramatic Witches’ Step, the summit of Cir Mhor and the A’Chir ridge were now

showing well and both were clear of snow with only the high summits of the Beinns and Goat Fell
still with a sprinkling of the white stuff.

Leaving Cioch ha h-Oighe 692m
We lunched on the rocky summit of Mullach Buide and were soon on the occasionally challenging
rocks of North Goat Fell from which the way was clear to the highest point of the island - Goat Fell
itself.

The team approach
Mullach Buide 829m
North Goat Fell 818m
on the far right and
Goat Fell 874m on the
left

The team on the summit of
Mullach Buide
From the left:
Malcolm,Raz, Keith, Tony, Will,
Al, Steve

We had good views down to Brodick with the ferry coming and going regularly and also further
south to Holy Island and Ailsa Craig. Views the other way to the Mull of Kintyre were splendid and it
now turned out that Steve had spent much of his youth on the Mull (although he had never been to
Arran).

Ailsa Craig and Goatfell

Glen Sannox and the
Mull of Kintyre
The descent was snowy and quite slippery initially but soon we were on the broad ridge leading
down to the obvious track off to the left. At least it was obvious to most of us! We paused to wait
for Keith and Raz but after 20 minutes and after several slow parties had passed by, we started a
rescue mission. We spotted a group a long way down the tourist path to the south and shouted
after them as Tony had by now established that they had indeed followed the long path down to
Brodick. We were about to phone them when they appeared on our ridge having heard our cries
and reversed their steps. The rest of the descent was pleasant on well - engineered paths and
seriously yellow gorse as we hit the coast again. Quite a challenging walk in pretty good weather in
the end and we basked in sunshine on the grass by the stunning little harbour in the village of Corrie.
Only Keith complained. The grass was a bit damp he claimed.

Corrie

We were tired that evening and there were strong words in the night at the hostel as loud snoring
broke out. Tony shouted at Raz, as the main suspect, to shut up but he responded plaintively saying
it wasn’t him! The snoring continued and it turned out to be Keith who woke refreshed and oblivious
to all the fuss. Tony himself had a go the following night. I was innocent throughout of course.
We now had no excuse for avoiding the A’Chir Ridge - one of the best ridge walks outside of Skye.
We drove round to Glen Rosa. I had last been there 40 years ago with the Cheltenham
Mountaineering Club and we had all camped here. It’s a very beautiful spot but there were no
facilities at all then and even now there was just a small toilet block. We were better off up at
Lochranza.

The gentle track curves steadily round until, majestically, Cir Mhor (The Big Comb) appears at the
head of the Glen. This would be our objective for the final day but instead, we turned left towards
Beinn Nuis and then up and over Beinn a Chliabhain. From its rocky summit we had our first full view
of A’Chir (The Comb) and most of its ridge spread out before us.

Cir Mhor and Glen Rosa

The A’Chir Ridge from Beinn a Chliabhain
Casteal Abhail on the right skyline, Cir Mhor on the far right
After lunch at the col (and a little snooze for me), we set off.

Pleasant scrambling initially choosing, rather than avoiding, problems led us eventually to the
summit block. Here I found Tony and Raz paused but ready to carry on without summiting.
Outrageous! I remembered roughly how to do the boulder problem and although a bit exposed it
turns out not to be too bad. Once I was up, the others made the effort, and soon 6 of us were posed
on this fine summit with Keith as expedition photographer.

The Summit of A’Chir

Beyond the summit, what had been up to now a pleasant scramble began to show its teeth. Arriving
at a col, the descent looked steep. I remembered from years before that you could approach it from
the left and sure enough a little exposed traverse on a handy basalt dyke led us down to the gap.
Some of the party chose a short abseil to the same point.

The basalt dyke and the gap

There’s an airy but fun step across a gap to the next part of the ridge which again terminates above
a col. There was an abseil sling in place but Al, Tony and I took the rock route which is back about 30
metres. There is a short wall leading down to a trench leading back north. Shuffling down on your
bum, it gets harder just 20 feet short of the ground. There’s a nasty à cheval type move where it’s
easy to get your right foot stuck but soon you’ve got your leg over and with some relief you’re back
on the ground.

The Mauvais Pas
The others abseiled to the same point and then there was one awkward scrambly pitch up the last of
the difficulties before the ridge tailed off towards the col between A’Chir and Cir Mhor.

Abseiling at the
mauvais pas

We had great views across to our proposed route for the following day - Sou’Wester Slabs - with the
line of South Ridge Direct becoming obvious as we descended. The path down had, like the descent
from Goat Fell, had a lot of work done on it. 40 years ago I remembered a quagmire but there was
only one patch of muddy ground this time and nothing requiring gaiters.

The granite of Cir Mhor
Above: Sou’Wester Slabs climbs the
slabs right of centre to traverse
under the dark overhang
Right: The South Ridge

We paused in the warm afternoon sunshine by the babbling Glenrosa Water with its little rapids and
inviting pools. Finally, Will and I could resist no longer and were stripping off for a swim. Keith soon
joined us. It was cold but satisfying for us but less so for the wimps (4 of them)!

As this was Keith’s last evening, we ate out again at the Lochranza Arms washing our beers down
with a tot of 10 year old Arran malt. We also became aware of Steve’s interesting dietary
preferences. The possibility of a raisin in his sweet course for example nearly resulted in its being
shared among the rest of us.
Next morning, I delivered Keith to the ferry and met up with the others in Glen Rosa again. I
demonstrated my finely tuned navigational skills once again by missing the path up left (the same
one we’d descended the day before!) and instead striding confidently up towards the saddle
between Goat Fell and Cir Mhor. Nothing that a bit of heather bashing across deep bog couldn’t sort
out in half an hour.
I trailed behind the others as we inched up pretty unpleasant ground to the start of Sou’Wester
Slabs. It’s a long walk-in - about two hours or so. Proper mountaineering!

Cir Mhor
Sou’Wester Slabs V Diff (left) South Ridge Direct (HVS) right
Tony, Raz and Al would set off first hoping to set a good pace. This slowed as Tony went too far on
pitch 1. They sorted themselves out while I brought Will and Steve up. The climbing is on peerless
granite. Smooth, solid, often rounded, but with great friction and good, if spaced, hand-holds, the
first few pitches are a delight.

Tony sets off

The party in front gave us plenty of time to soak up the climbing and the fantastic scenery. We were
looking down the perfect U shaped valley of Glen Rosa surrounded by its fine peaks and yesterday’s
A’Chir ridge outlined clearly in front of us.

Pitch 2

We regrouped below the three tier chimney for another leisurely chat and some sorting out of
ropes. Tony knocked this pitch off quickly once he got going and we were all now on the ramp which
provides an easy way off but which avoids the fine Upper Pinnacle - a must.

The three-tiered chimney

This should give three nice pitches to the top. The first, up exposed slabs, I remembered vividly from
40 years ago. The chimney at the start of the next pitch was obvious but then Tony slowed down.
Eventually he could be seen doing a beached whale impression on the skyline and the ropes were
slowly hauled in. Rope drag caused a bit of industrial language from both Tony and Raz but
eventually I set off to follow Al.

The exposed slab of the
Upper Pinnacle
Glen Rosa behind

I looked briefly further left not remembering exactly what I’d done all those years ago but in the end
I followed the others. A nasty overhang which was certainly not V Diff led to a niche below the final
pitch. (Closer examination of the guide-book later showed that I should have persisted further left).
Another wait while Raz sorted out the final few feet and I could bring the others up. They managed
well considering the difficulties and awkward rope work. Soon, with a quick leg-over move, we were
on easy ground and the fine subsidiary summit of Cir Mhor.

Left: Will emerges from Tony’s variant
Above: Malcolm on the final pitch

This was Steve and Will’s first multi-pitch route and they were well chuffed, as were we all, with a
perfect day in the sun on one of the truly great mountain V Diffs. It was getting pretty late now and
cooling down so we decided to forego the actual summit and set off down. Awkward scrambling got
us back to the col between A’Chir and Cir Mhor and then it was a repeat of the previous day’s
descent, sadly without the swim this time. We were back to the cars at 9pm, pretty tired, but well
pleased with ourselves.
We had just enough energy to get some food down us before turning in for a final time. In the
morning, it was pouring again but we were past caring. We’d started the week with very limited
ambitions and little hope of meaningful mountaineering but finished with three perfect days on the
hill culminating in a fine Classic Rock tick but still leaving plenty to go for.
Thanks guys for great company and good humour.
I think we’ll be back, especially if it’s like this as it was, early on our final day.
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¹ Island of Dreams was a No 1 hit for the Springfields in 1963 and was written by Dusty Springfield
² My other big toe nail is on its way out now
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